• The writing’s on the wall for this singer, who can be found at a London meat market
• This Canadian island composed the music for ‘Cats’
• This action to turn off a computer is the traditional road the UK Prime Minister lives on
• This band that can turn it up to 11 likes to eat small Spanish dishes
• This high pH substance is your immediate boss at work
• This painful forearm condition caused by over-exercise has space to move freely
• This part of the world containing Nicaragua and Honduras is the backdrop for an anthology series with seasons subtitled ‘Coven’, ‘Cult’ and ‘Apocalypse’
• This person who might book your flight was used in the Vietnam War
• This phrase meaning something definite now is better than something uncertain in the future also mentions a thrown weapon
• This place for a single man comes from deepest, darkest Peru
• This way of cooking eggs was a hit for Phil Collins and Philip Bailey
• Upon seeing this, you should make a wish on the right side of a ship